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there is a new map in this update with the name diesector. we used this map for our december update because it had a lot of new features
and it was a good way to test some new features. diesector was the first map where the kill cams were fully implemented, including the

new replay view. and it also has an achievement/trophy named "ring of fire". the ring of fire is the circle that is shown in the kill cam and is
a reference to "ring of fire". we also have a new killerpet that we have been working on for a while: "horzine kitty!". it is a kitty that is

similar to the ones you see in killing floor but is in the horzine universe. it is the only animal on the horzine universe that can use telepathy.
it was a lot of fun to develop and we hope you enjoy playing it. the game is the eagerly anticipated sequel to tripwire interactive's award-

winning co-op shooter, killing floor , which was released in october 2015 to rave reviews and was a top 50 grossing pc game of the year. at
the heart of the gameplay experience are seven distinct classes of varied character types, each with their own class-specific abilities and
weapon damage types. players will choose from one of the seven classes - including assault, medic, engineer, sniper, pyro, demolitions
expert and scientist - as they battle through the campaign and zombie-infested environments in a variety of locations including a space

station, military outpost, abandoned research facility and a heavily guarded chinese military base. in addition to a single player campaign,
killing floor 2 also features a network co-op mode that allows up to four players to team up in online matches against waves of enemies.
the game features extensive drop-in/drop-out co-op functionality, so that players can jump in and out of any game at any time and play
together at any time. players can also join specific games that are currently in progress at any time and participate in ongoing matches.
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